
23.6 SkillBuilder: Reading a sharemarket chart
23.6.1 Tell me
What is a sharemarket chart?
A sharemarket chart provides information on how shares are performing. It is one form of reporting changes
in the sharemarket. Sharemarket charts are available in newspapers, on television and radio news and on the
internet. Many factors are included in a sharemarket report, and not all media may provide data on the same
factors. An example of a sharemarket chart is shown in FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 1 Reading a sharemarket chart
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Some of the factors included in charts and other reports are: information on share prices, changes in price
and percentage price changes. For example, when a sharemarket chart mentions ‘net change’, it is referring
to the difference between the current end-of-day share price and that of the same share on a previous day.

Other factors that a sharemarket chart usually includes are the share names, symbols, dividend rates and
percentage yields. The dividend rate refers to the return per share a company pays to shareholders over
a given period, while the percentage yield refers usually to the annual income per share, expressed as a
percentage of the cost of the share.

How are sharemarket charts useful?
Just as a weather report informs people about conditions outside and helps them decide whether to put on a
coat (or take off their jumper) for outdoors, similarly a sharemarket chart tells you about the conditions in
the sharemarket and helps you decide whether to buy (or sell) shares.

An important reason why an investor should be able to read a sharemarket chart is that it provides
important information needed to make decisions about investments. Information about movements in shares
enables investors to decide whether to hold, sell or buy shares in any of the 2000 companies listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange, or become involved in other sharemarket investments.

Furthermore, in a sharemarket chart, the amount of shares sold and the highest and lowest prices for such
shares may be included. This information is relevant for most investors, economists and advisers because it
helps them in their sharemarket analysis.
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23.6.2 Show me
How to read a sharemarket chart
Procedure:
Step 1
Recognise the type of sharemarket chart.

Look carefully at the chart heading and the headings of the columns to know what it is showing.• Some charts divide listed companies into indices according to types such as industrial, metals and
mining, energy and so on. This allows people to compare the financial performance of one company
against other companies in the same sector by displaying the figures in one index.• Other charts show the performance of the top 20, 50, 100, 200 or 300 listed companies, giving a more
accurate general picture of the way the sharemarket is moving.• For an overall picture of worldwide share price movements, other charts indicate the general picture in
stock exchanges in the United States, Japan and elsewhere around the world.

Step 2
Learn the meaning of column headings.

Use an economics dictionary, glossary or the key (which accompanies the chart) to find out what each
column is showing.
Step 3
Look at the data.• Each listed company has a unique three-letter symbol, for ease of location in online charts or in daily

newspapers. (Use the ASX listed companies weblink in the Resources tab to see the companies listed
on the Australian Securities Exchange.)• Use a ruler to help you read accurately across the columns.• A ‘+’ sign in front of a ‘Move’ number means that the value of a share rose against the previous day’s
closing value.• A ‘−’ sign indicates that the share value fell against the previous day’s closing value.• Online links allow people to find recent and past financial information about any listed company, using
tables and interactive charts.

Step 4
Analyse the data.• Examine the size of changes in data for a share from one period to another.• Look for trends in the movement of shares in general or of particular shares.• Compare shares to see how well or poorly one has performed against others.• Use graphs and online interactive data to further analyse and compare data.

Step 5
Make predictions.• Consider whether a trend will continue, change pace or change direction.• Apply your knowledge of current economic events to judge their likely effects on particular shares.

Weblink ASX listed companies

23.6.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise your skills.
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23.6 ACTIVITIES
If hoping to invest in a company, it is often a good idea to check the performance of other companies in the same
sector. Use the ASX weblink in the Resources tab to find a list of companies operating in the financial sector.
Select four companies for that sector — one that you are considering investing in, and three competitors —

then answer the following questions.
1. Which companies are you looking at? Write down the name and code of each company.
2. How does the current share price of each company compare with its highest price within the last year?
3. Which company had the highest share price for the day and over the last year?
4. Which company recorded the greatest range between highest and lowest sales price for its shares over the

last year?
5. Compare the number of rises and falls and identify whether, overall, bank shares rose or fell on the day.
6. Explain why figures for one day are not necessarily a good basis on which to buy or sell shares.
7. Using the code for the company whose shares you would consider buying, download or copy a graph

showing its share price movements over a longer period, and explain how this might affect your initial
decision.

8. Summarise your findings for the four companies and justify whether the company you are interested in
presents a good investment opportunity.

Weblink ASX
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